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Abstract

As a step toward mapping out the visual aspects of the
fashion world, we introduce the Fashionpedia ontology and
fashion segmentation dataset. The Fashionpedia consists of
two parts: (1) an ontology built by fashion experts contain-
ing 27 main apparel objects, 19 apparel parts, and 92 fine-
grained attributes and their relationships and (2) a dataset
consisting of everyday and celebrity event fashion images
annotated with segmentation masks and their associated
fine-grained attributes, built upon the backbone of the Fash-
ionpedia ontology structure. The aim of our work is to culti-
vate research connections between the computer vision and
fashion communities through the creation of a high quality
dataset and associated open competitions, thereby advanc-
ing the state-of-the-art in fine-grained visual recognition for
fashion and apparel.

1. Introduction

Fashion, in its various forms, influences many aspects of
modern societies, having a strong financial and cultural im-
pact. Recent breakthroughs in the field of computer vision
have given rise to increased interest in the visual analysis
of fashion components. A key component in these recent
technological advances is the availability of large amounts
of annotated training data of high-quality. Evidence of this
can be seen in the engagement of the community in the
COCO object recognition dataset [14] and associated chal-
lenges that have run annually from 2015 to present. One
area that remains challenging for computers, however, is
fine-grained visual recognition.

Recently, we have observed an increasing effort to curate
datasets for fine-grained visual recognition, evolved from
Caltech-UCSD Birds dataset [22] to the recent iNaturalist
species classification and detection dataset [20]. The goal
of this line of work is to advance the state-of-the-art in au-
tomatic image classification for large numbers of real world,
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Figure 1. Overview of the Fashionpedia dataset: (a) The original
image; (b) The image with main garment segmentation masks; (c)
The image with both main garment and garment part segmentation
masks; (d) An exploded view of the annotation diagram: the im-
age is annotated with both segmentation masks and fine-grained
attributes (black boxes)

fine-grained categories. What is missing for these datasets,
however, is the capability of providing a structured repre-
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sentation of an image.
An understanding of the fashion world requires that we

complement computers’ ability to not only detect objects
and attributes but also understand the relationships and in-
teractions between them. In light of this, we introduce the
Fashionpedia ontology and image dataset with the aim of
training and benchmarking the computer vision models for
a more comprehensive understanding of fashion.

The contributions of this work are:
• A fashion ontology informed by product descriptions

from the internet and built by fashion experts. Our uni-
fied ontology captures the complex structure of fashion
objects and ambiguity in descriptions obtained from
the web, containing 46 apparel objects (27 main ap-
parel objects and 19 apparel parts), and 92 fine-grained
attributes in total.

• A dataset with a total of around 50K clothing im-
ages in daily-life, celebrity events, and online shop-
ping annotated by both crowd workers for segmen-
tation masks and fashion experts for fine-grained at-
tributes. The current version of the dataset has 10K
images labeled with both segmentation masks and fine-
grained attributes, and the rest 40K labeled with seg-
mentation masks only.

• We introduce a novel fine-grained segmentation task
and the associated competition 1 by joining forces be-
tween the fashion and computer vision communities.
The proposed task unifies visual categorization and
segmentation of rich apparel attributes, which we be-
lieve is an important step toward structural understand-
ing of fashion in real-world applications.

2. Related Work

Table 1 summarizes the comparison among different
datasets with clothing category and attribute labels. Our
dataset distinguishes itself in the following three aspects:

• Exhaustive annotation of segmentation masks: Ex-
isting fashion datasets [5, 28] offer segmentation
masks for the main garment (e.g., jacket, coat, dress)
and the accessory categories (e.g., bag, shoe). The
smaller garment objects such as collars and pockets are
not annotated. However, these small objects could be
valuable for the real world applications such as search-
ing for a specific collar shape during online-shopping.
Our datasets are not only annotated with the segmenta-
tion masks for a total of 27 main garments and acces-
sory categories, but also 19 garment parts (e.g., collar,
sleeve, pocket, zipper, embroidery).

• Localized attributes: The fine-grained attributes from
existing datasets [15, 9, 27] tend to be noisy, mainly

1Kaggle competition website: https://www.kaggle.com/c/
imaterialist-fashion-2019-FGVC6

because the annotations are collected by crawling fash-
ion product images associated with attribute-level de-
scriptions directly from large online shopping web-
sites. Unlike these datasets, the fine-grained attributes
of our datasets are annotated manually by fashion ex-
perts. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, our
dataset is the first one annotated with localized at-
tributes – fashion experts are asked to annotate the
fine-grained attributes associated with the segmenta-
tion masks labeled by the crowdworkers. Localized
attributes could potentially help computational models
detect and understand attributes more accurately.

• Fine categorization: Previous study on the attribute
categorization suffers from several issues including:
(1) repeated attributes belonging to the same category
(e.g., zip, zipped and zipper) [15, 8]; (2) only contain-
ing basic level categorization (object recognition) and
lack of fine categorization (or “subordinate categoriza-
tion”) [5, 28, 11, 21, 25, 24, 12, 18, 2, 19, 10, 6, 23].
(3) Lack of fashion taxonomies with the needs of real-
world applications for the fashion industry, possibly
due to the research gap in fashion design and com-
puter vision. To better facilitate research in the areas
of fashion and computer vision, our proposed ontology
is built and verified by fashion experts based on four
sources: (1) world-leading e-commerce fashion web-
sites (e.g., ZARA, H&M, Gap, Uniqlo, Forever21);
(2) luxury fashion brands (e.g., Prada, Chanel, Gucci);
(3) trend forecasting companies (e.g., WGSN); (4) aca-
demic resources [4, 1].

3. Dataset Specification and Collection

3.1. Fashionpedia ontology and data representation

The Fashionpedia ontology relies on the notions of ob-
ject (similar to “item” in Wikidata and “object” in Visual
Genome [13]) and statement. Objects represent common
items in apparels. Statements describe detailed character-
istics of an object and consist of a relationship (similar to
“property” in Wikidata) and an attribute (similar to “value”
in Wikidata). For example, we can add a relationship to
specify the silhouette of a garment by associating an at-
tribute for the garment silhouette; or we can assign a ma-
terial type relationship to a button object by specifying a
material attribute. In this section, we break down each com-
ponent of the Fashionpedia ontology (Figure 2) and explain
how a large-scale fashion ontology can be built upon the
backbone of the Fashionpedia ontology structure.
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Name Apparel Category Annotation Type Fine-Grained Attribute Annotation Type
Classification BBox Segmentation Unlocalized Localized Fine Categorization

Ups and Downs [7] MG
Fashion550k [10] MG, A

Fashion-MNIST [23] MG
Clothing Parsing [25] MG, A

Chic or Social [24] MG, A
Hipster [12] MG, A, S

Runway2Realway [21] MG, A
ModaNet [28] MG, A MG, A

Deepfashion2 [5] MG MG
UT Zappos50K [26] A X

Fashion200K [6] MG X
Fashion Style-128 Floats [18] S X

Fashion144k [17] MG, A X
FashionStyle14 [19] S X

Main Product Detection [27] MG X
StreetStyle-27K [16] X X

UT-latent look [8] MG, S X X
FashionAI [3] MG, GP, A X X

Apparel classification-Style [2] MG X X
DARN [9] MG X X
WTBI [11] MG, A X X

Deepfashion [15] S MG X X
Fashionpedia MG, GP, A MG, GP, A X X

Table 1. Comparison of Fashion Datasets (MG = Main Garment, GP = Garment Part, A = Accessory, S = Style).
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Figure 2. The visualization of the Fashionpedia ontology (based
on 20 image samples).

3.1.1 Main garments, and garment parts, accessories
and their segmentation masks

In the Fashionpedia dataset, all images were annotated
with main garments and each main garment were also anno-
tated with its garment parts. For example, general garment

types such as jacket, dress, pants are considered as main
garments. These garments also consist of several garment
parts such as collars, sleeves, pockets, buttons, and embroi-
deries. Main garments are divided into three main cate-
gories: outerwear, intimate and accessories. Garment parts
also have different types: garment main parts (e.g., collars,
sleeves), bra parts, closures (e.g., button, zipper) and deco-
rations (e.g., embroidery, ruffle). In the current version of
Fashionpedia, each image consists of an average of 1 per-
son, 3 main garments, 3 accessories,and 12 garment parts,
each delineated by a tight segmentation mask (Figure 1 (b-
c)). Furthermore, each object is canonicalized to a synset
ID in our Fashionpedia ontology (Figure 2).

3.1.2 Fine-grained attributes

Each main garment and garment part were associated
with apparel attributes (Figure 1 (d)). For example, “but-
ton” is the part of the main garment “jacket”; “Jacket” can
be linked with the silhouette attribute “symmetrical”; Gar-
ment part “button” could contain attribute “metal” with re-
lationship of material. Each image in Fashionpedia has an
average of 16 attributes. As with main garments and gar-
ment parts, we canonicalize all attributes to our Fashionpe-
dia ontology.
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3.1.3 Relationships

There are three main types of relationships: 1) outfits to
main garments, main garments to garment parts: meronymy
(part-of) relationship (Figure 1 (d)); 2) main garments or
garment parts to attributes: these relationships types can
be garment silhouette (e.g., peplum), collar nickname (e.g.,
peter pan collars), textile type (e.g., lace), textile finishing
(e.g., distressed), or textile-fabric patterns (e.g., paisley),
etc.; 3) within garments, garment parts or attributes: there
are a maximum of four levels of Hyponymy (is-an-instance-
of) relationships. For example, weft knit is an instance of
knit fabric, and fleece is an instance of weft knit.

3.1.4 Apparel graphs

Integrating the main garments, garment parts, attributes
and relationships, we create an apparel graph representa-
tion for each outfit in an image. Each apparel graph is
a structured representation of an outfit ensemble, contain-
ing certain types of garments. Nodes in the graph repre-
sent main garments, garment parts, and attributes. Main
garments and garment parts are linked to their respective
attributes through different types of relationship. The re-
lationships connecting garment objects and attributes point
from the main garments to the attributes and from the gar-
ment parts to their corresponding attributes. (Figure 1 (d))
illustrates one example of the apparel graph for jacket.

3.1.5 Fashionpedia ontology

While apparel graphs are localized representations of
certain outfit ensembles in fashion images, we also create
a single Fashionpedia ontology (Figure 2). The Fashionpe-
dia ontology is the union of all apparel graphs and contains
entire main garments, garment parts, attributes, and rela-
tionships. By doing so, we are able to combine multiple
levels of information in a more coherent way.

3.2. Images Collection

A total of 48827 images were harvested from Flickr and
the free license photo websites (Unsplash, Burst by Shopify,
Freestocks, Kaboompics, and Pexels). Two fashion experts
were asked to verify the quality of the collected images
manually. The annotation process consist of two phases,
firstly, segmentation masks with apparel objects were anno-
tated by crowd workers. Secondly, 15 fashion experts were
recruited to annotate the fine grained attributes for the seg-
mentation masks labeled at the first stage.

4. Conclusion
In this work, we propose the Fashionpedia ontology and

fashion segmentation dataset. To the best of our knowl-

edge, Fashionpedia is the first dataset that combines part-
level segmentation with fine-grained attributes. The ex-
pected outcome of this project is to advance the state-of-
the-art in domain-specific fine-grained visual recognition.
We expect our Fashionpedia image dataset and its associ-
ated ontology will have applicability to many applications
including better product recommendation for users in online
shopping, enhanced visual search results, and resolving am-
biguous fashion-related words for textual query. Finally, we
expect that our work will act as a catalyst for increased at-
tention to domain-specific ontology for fashion by joining
forces between the fashion, computer vision, and natural
language processing communities.
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